Fully a priori prediction of the vapor-liquid equilibria of Ar, Kr, and Xe from ab initio two-body plus three-body interatomic potentials.
Fully a priori predictions are reported for the vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE) properties of Ar, Kr, and Xe using molecular simulation techniques and recently developed ab initio two-body interatomic potentials. Simulation data are reported at temperatures from near the triple point to close to the critical point. The two-body ab initio potentials exaggerate the size of the experimental VLE temperature-density envelope, overestimating the critical temperature and underestimating the vapor pressure. These deficiencies can be partially rectified by the addition of a density-dependent three-body term. At many temperatures, the ab initio + three-body simulations for Kr and Xe predict the vapor pressure to an accuracy that is close to experimental uncertainty. The predicted VLE coexisting densities for Xe almost match experimental data. The improvement with experiment is also reflected in more accurate enthalpies of vaporization. The fully a priori predictions for all of the VLE properties of either Kr or Xe are noticeably superior to simulations using the Lennard-Jones potential.